Shine On Floyd Band - Tech Rider
revised 9-25-22

Shine On Floyd is a Pink Floyd tribute band from Phoenix Arizona. The band plays all the great Pink
Floyd classic songs note-for-note with a full stage show including backup singers, moving lights,
lasers, video circle truss with background videos, special effects and more. The band was started
January 15, 2019 by Scott Fresener. They play at performing arts centers in Arizona and surrounding
states.
For information contact band founder/leader Scott Fresener at scott@shineonfloyd.com or phone
602-750-7268.
Audio Information
The band has a 32 channel PreSonus digital mixing console along with subwoofers, mains, a wide
assortment of stage monitors, mic stands and all mics including a full set of drum mics. For some
shows the band brings the entire audio setup, including our own audio tech – where audio is not
provided in the contract. For many shows we bypasses any house system and provide the entire
audio. In some cases – where possible – we tie into existing house speakers left and right for
additional sound reinforcement.
In some cases – where the band is comfortable with the house audio tech and where the booking
includes the venue or booker providing audio – we will use the venue’s audio tech and gear. This will
be determined at the time of contracting with a venue.
If an outside audio tech is used we will provide a detailed Audio Cue Binder. Because Pink Floyd songs
have a lot of sound effects, spoken word and specific echo effects on vocal phrases – the band has all
of these prerecorded and they are cued by the band from the stage. An outside audio tech needs to
make sure the sound is full and that key vocalists and/or solos are loud enough. This is all detailed in
the Audio Cue Binder.
Lighting
The band has nine large moving lights that sit on the sides of the stage and on drum and keyboard
risers. There are also ten smaller movers that are mounted on a large 10’ circle truss. Pat Fresener is
the band’s general stage manager and lighting tech person and also handles cuing the background
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videos. We use custom programmed DMX computer controlled software for the band lights and
lasers. The band’s lights do not need to be tied into the house lighting control system.
Our lights, lasers and background videos are controlled from two laptop computers via wireless to
the stage. Even though there might be room in the booth we would rather have a separate table
somewhere in the back of the venue for this.
We will provide a House Lighting Cues binder for the house lighting person so they will know when
there are blackouts, low light levels, key members to highlight, and colors we suggest using for each
song.
Video and Video Screen
The band has a large 10’ circle truss that hangs
behind the band as a video screen. It has white
spandex stretched over it. Video is projected by
the band’s ultra short throw project (four feet
away from screen on the stage floor). We do
not need a house projector or screen.
If possible, the video truss needs to be hung on
a house curtain or light riser. The weight with
lights is 250 pounds. If there is no riser
available, the band has their own larger truss
system that the circle truss hangs on. This
picture shows the truss hung on a riser. Once
the lights are all positioned the truss is raised
to about four or five feet off the stage floor.

If there is no way to raise the video circle truss – the band also has a 13’ x 13’ truss system that we
use to hoist the screen up.
If a venue is not large enough to handle our 10’ circle truss we substitute a typical “seamless” banner
holder and stretch white spandex on it – giving a more square portable backdrop for videos.
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Laser Lights and Haze
The band has two Class IIIB Lasers and these are FDA approved and licensed with the Arizona Bureau
of Radiation. Scott Fresener has a Laser Safety Certification from the State of Arizona. The band
would like to use lasers in their show. In order to get the full effect of lasers, haze is needed. We do
not use our lasers for outdoor shows that require FAA approval for laser light shows.
The band has two Haze Machines that use waterbased haze fluid (not the same as oil based smoke
fluid). We are fully aware that some venues will not allow haze and/or they allow a little haze so as to
not set off the fire alarms. Other venues turn off the alarms and have a monitor in place during a
show.
The lack of using lasers and haze is not a deal breaker but it minimizes the effect of the show.
Mirror Ball
When possible the band would like to use their 16” mirror ball. We have a rotator motor that needs
110v AC and that is remote control operated. We typically aim two or three of our moving lights at
the ball and/or the venue house lighting person aims a couple of lights on it. The mirror ball would
need to be mounted to a curtain riser that has AC power available. If we can’t use the mirror ball it is
not a deal breaker. The mirror ball is the least priority in getting everything setup and a sound check
done on time.
Stage Setup
If available – the band would like 8’ x 8’ risers for drums and keyboards and one 4’ x 6’ riser (it can be
smaller) for the sax/second keyboard player. If only two risers are available then we will use the
keyboard riser for the sax player and keyboard player. If the venue has different riser heights use the
taller one’s for the drums. We do not want to use an acoustic drum screen around the drummer.
Large and Small Venue Differences
For larger performing art center type venues we do our entire show and stage setup. For smaller
venues or shorter load in times we often do not use our moving lights and lasers and sometimes
even forego using the background videos.
Backline
The band does not need any backline equipment. Both guitar players use HeadRush setups and do
NOT have an amp on the stage. They use their own amplifier stage monitors along with house
monitors. The keyboard player uses a small amp that also ties into the house system. The bass player
uses a large stage amp to give everyone on stage a feel for the bass and for the bass and drums to
lock in together. This also has an XLR output.
Green Room - Hospitality
Where possible the band would like the use of a Green Room for wardrobe. We would like to have
water on hand. Snacks and food is not needed if there is a charge. The band might call out for pizza
or other snacks.
Load in/Load out
The band has a lot of moving parts including audio and light cabling, the video truss, etc., etc. Typical
load in and setup time takes about three hours for the full show. Load out can be done in as little as 1
to 1-1/2 hours.
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Trailer Parking
The band has a 7’ x 14’ trailer with all the gear and ideally it helps to be able to back this up to the
load in door or dock. The trailer contains most of the audio gear, mic stands, mics, truss system,
cabling, etc. If a venue is short on stage monitors or mics, we have extras.
Sound Check
For a show that starts at 7:00pm, the band would like to do a sound check between 5:00pm and
5:30pm and assume that doors will open at 6:00pm. If a quick tech run through is necessary for the
house lighting person, this is the time to do it also.
Show Length
Most shows run 2 hours and 15 minutes including the encore – including a 20 minute break in the
middle. A typical Set List is attached to this document. The show can be shorted to two 45 minute
sets with one 20 minute break and/or one continuous 90 minute show.
Merchandise
If we are selling merchandise at a venue we would like two tables, two chairs and power in the lobby
area. The band will provide personnel to handle sales. We realize there might be a house fee for
selling merch.
Meet and Greet
The band has a large 10’ x 10’ printed banner and stand that we like to place in the venue lobby for
photo opportunities and a meet and greet after the show.

If you need any clarification or have questions about this Tech Rider please don’t hesitate to
contact Scott Fresener at scott@shineonfloyd.com or call 602-750-7268.

Stage Plots and Input List
The following Stage Plots show all the inputs needed and stage layout along with various notes. The
band would like to use a 30-input configuration for audio but realize this is a lot of inputs for some
venues. We have included both 30-input and 24-input plots here.
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This 2 hour and 15 minute set list can be reduced to two 45 minute sets with one 20
minute break, one 90 minute full show, or any way the venue or booker desires.
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